Macquarie
a smart
investment
Macquarie is Australia’s
best modern university,
so you’ll graduate
with an internationally
respected degree
We adopt a real-world
approach to learning,
so our graduates are
highly sought-after.
CEOs worldwide rank
Macquarie among the
world’s top 100 universities
for graduate recruitment
Our campus is surrounded
by leading multinational
companies, giving you
unparalleled access to
internships and greater
exposure to the Australian
job market
You will love the park-like
campus for quiet study
or catching up with
friends among the lush
green surrounds
Investments of more than
AU$1 billion in facilities
and infrastructure ensure
you have access to the best
technology and facilities
Our friendly, welcoming
campus community is home
to students from over
100 countries
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This booklet outlines the postgraduate degrees offered
at Macquarie’s main North Ryde campus for a student
commencing in 2014. Where noted, degrees are also
offered at Macquarie City Campus or by distance.
For detailed and up-to-date course information visit
courses.mq.edu.au
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This document has been prepared by the
Marketing Unit, Macquarie University. The
information in this document is correct at
time of publication (July 2013) but may
no longer be current at the time you refer
to it.
The fees quoted in this brochure are
estimated annual fees payable for the
relevant postgraduate degree in 2014.
These fees may change from year to
year. Annual fees are calculated from
per-credit-point fees with a typical credit
point load per session. Students may
be subject to other fees, charges and
conditions for each session in which they
enrol and are advised to check current
fees, charges and conditions with the
University before enrolment.

The University reserves the right to vary
or withdraw any general information; any
course(s) and/or unit(s); its fees and/or
the mode or time of offering its course(s)
and unit(s) without notice. The University,
its agents, contractors and employees will
not be liable to a student for any loss or
damage arising directly or indirectly from
the student’s failure to make these checks
or from the University’s amendment
to any fee, charge or condition. You are
advised to check the latest information
by referring to the Macquarie website
(mq.edu.au) or contacting Macquarie
International at iso@mq.edu.au.
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M acq ua r i e u n i v e r s i t y P O S TG R A D UAT E progra m s 2014 – I n ter n atio n a l

Advance your career
with postgraduate study
Macquarie University’s wide range of world-class postgraduate degrees
allow you to gain professional accreditation or develop your expertise to
suit your professional goals and advance your international career.
Postgraduate coursework degrees at Macquarie University involve
attendance at lectures, tutorials, or weekend intensive programs
and do not generally involve research work. Information about
postgraduate research opportunities at Macquarie can be found on
page 50.
Postgraduate coursework at Macquarie can result in three different
types of qualifications – a masters, postgraduate diploma or
postgraduate certificate.
In many instances the postgraduate certificate and postgraduate
diploma involve shorter-term study and fall within the broader or
more in-depth study of a masters degree. Appropriate performance
in the postgraduate certificate and/or postgraduate diploma may be
counted for credit towards the masters.

Real-life flexibility
At Macquarie we understand that postgraduate study might need
to fit in around your work and family commitments. With this in
mind, we offer flexible modes of study to fit your lifestyle.
Most of Macquarie’s postgraduate degrees include units that are
offered both during the day and in the evening, so you can create
a study schedule that suits you. Some units are also available
in Session 3 – an optional intensive study period offered in the
summer months that allows students to catch up or reduce their
workload for the next year.

Study by distance
Macquarie offers a range of postgraduate courses in online mode,
allowing you to fit your study around work or family commitments
and gain a Macquarie degree from anywhere in the world. You’ll
have access to the same expert academics and learning resources,
and have the opportunity to connect with other distance and
on-campus students.
Distance courses are available in areas such as linguistics,
education, international relations and policing, intelligence
and counter terrorism.
Discover what you can study by distance
mq.edu.au/future_students/international/
courses_and_study_options/distance_education

4
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A number of Macquarie’s postgraduate degrees are offered at our
partner campuses outside Australia, including courses in applied
finance, translating and interpreting, and the MGSM MBA. For details
about these courses, visit our online coursefinder courses.mq.edu.au.

Arts
Media and creative arts

6

Security and intelligence

8

Society, history and culture

10

Macquarie Law School

14

The Faculty of Arts is the place for discovery.
Our students are encouraged to work across
disciplinary boundaries and explore new areas of
professional development or personal passion.
By choosing to study postgraduate arts at Macquarie
you will have access to a range of degrees,
experiences and facilities designed to make you
ready for the future.
You will have opportunities to explore socially
complex problems, identify paths of research, analyse
and communicate ideas in creative formats, engage
in productive activities, and develop the skills and
knowledge needed to understand the world, past
and present.
Professor John Simons
Executive Dean,
Faculty of Arts

mq.edu.au 5

M EDI A A ND C R E AT IVE A R T S P O S TG R A D UAT E programs 2014 – I nternational

Media and creative arts
Macquarie’s media and creative arts degrees will prepare you for the changing
media landscape. Our degrees are constantly evolving to incorporate new and
emerging media practices, ensuring our students develop the skills sought
by employers.
You will learn from Australia’s leading, award-winning professionals
and academics, and have access to state-of-the-art facilities and internship
opportunities to develop the practical experience you need to build
your career.

reasons to choose
media and creative
arts at Macquarie

to state-of-the-art production
1 Access
spaces for music, dance, radio, film and
digital media

PHOTO: f j gaylor

are home to multiple film and
2 We
national music award winners
degrees have a large production
3 Our
component so you learn from
first-hand experiences and work
with industry practitioners
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Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of Arts

1 year full-time

Whatever your field of interest, postgraduate study in media and creative arts broadens
your outlook and helps you to branch out in the direction you want to grow.
With the Master of Arts you can explore the principles and practices of children’s
literature; explore communication in an international setting; extend and challenge
yourself as a writer; study literary texts, their social and historical contexts; or examine
the nexus between media, law and culture.
Who should apply:
Those who have completed a recognised bachelor degree and are looking to further
their understanding in a particular specialisation. It is also relevant to practicising
lawyers who wish to explore issues around media, law and culture.

Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in relevant field.
Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$28,768
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band.
Higher English language requirements apply for
specialisations in Children’s Literature, Creative
Writing and English Literature
CRICOS code 030079F

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MArts

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Arts

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 055626M

Postgraduate Diploma of Arts

1 year full-time

CRICOS 061434B

Media and creative arts specialisations
Children’s Literature
Considers current principles and practices in analysing children’s
literature from the perspective of literary and cultural theory, and the
social and historical contexts of children’s literature.
Creative Writing
Designed to extend and challenge emerging writers to hone their
craft in a small community of writers, this specialisation focuses on
developing each student’s creativity and writing skills.

English Literature
Offers an advanced study of literary texts, their social and historical
contexts, and ways of interpreting them.
Media, Law and Culture
Examines, in critical detail, the nexus between media, law and
culture by grounding the study of media in the context of the key
laws and policies that shape media practice.

Postgraduate Certificate of Editing and Electronic Publishing (distance program)
Designed for those with at least one year of experience in editing, journalism, publicity
or editorial management. It aims to widen and develop your professional skills across a
range of styles and documents, scenarios and media for publishing.
This degree is not available to be studied by international students on campus,
however we welcome applications from international students wishing to study
by distance mode.

1 year part-time

Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum one year of relevant work
experience in editing or publishing.
Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Relevant work experience will be taken into account for those who do not hold a
bachelor degree (minimum work experience is seven years).

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$9,240

Subjects you will study include:
Content Management for Print and Online Delivery; Tools for Editing;
Language, Writing and Editing.

(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

English requirements
IELTS minimum 7.0 overall with 6.0 Listening, 7.0
Reading, 7.0 Writing, 6.0 Speaking
CRICOS code n/a (distance program)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/PGCertEdandElecPub

mq.edu.au 7
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Security and intelligence
Combine theory with policy and practice in strategic policing, intelligence operations,
counter-terrorism, and national and international security at Macquarie’s Centre for
Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism (PICT).
Taught by senior academics and leading industry professionals, PICT offers innovative
and cutting-edge degrees. Not only will our degrees enhance your expertise in
policing, intelligence, counter terrorism and security, you will also build professional
relationships with experts working both in Australia and internationally.

reasons to choose
security and intelligence
at Macquarie

PHOTO: brett cornish

learn from international experts with
1 You’ll
years of practical experience in their field
courses tailored to meet the needs
2 Unique
of industry and students alike
innovative approaches to learning
3 Our
blend e-learning and traditional methods
to give you study flexibility
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S E C U R I T Y A ND IN T E L L I G EN C E

Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of International Security Studies

1 year full-time

Taught by international experts with practical experience in all levels of security, this
degree will explore the major changes in the international system in the aftermath of
September 11. This degree is also offered by distance.

Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in a relevant field.

Who should apply:
This degree is designed for students who work, or wish to work, within fields of
strategy in either government or non-government organisations. It is also designed
for individuals considering a high-level career in government, private industry or
non-government organisations, or those wishing to undertake research activities
in related academic areas.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Subjects you can study include:
Border Security and Migration, Humanitarian Intervention and Peacekeeping,
Information Security, Insurgency and Non-State Security Challenges.

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,432
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 058957A

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntSecStuds

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of International Security Studies (also available by distance)

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 058959K

Postgraduate Diploma of International Security Studies (also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 058958M

Master of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism
This degree covers a wide range of issues related to policing, intelligence and
counter terrorism in international and national contexts, including intelligence
analysis techniques and organised crime. Also considered is the development and
implementation of strategies and tactics to counter terrorism, drawing on recent case
studies and the funding of terrorism. This degree is also offered by distance.
You can choose to study the general degree or specialise in Counter Terrorism, CyberSecurity, Intelligence or Policing.
Who should apply:
This degree is designed for policing, intelligence and security employees and individuals
with an interest in these areas.
Subjects you can study include:
Cybercrime, National Security and Counter Terrorism Issues, Organised Crime.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in a relevant field.
Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,432
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 057403K

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MPICT

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism
(also available by distance)

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 057405G

Postgraduate Diploma of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism
(also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 057404J

1.5 years full-time

CRICOS 059359D

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 061425C

BROADEN YOUR QUALIFICATION WITH A COMBINED DEGREE
Master of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism with Master of International
Security Studies (also available by distance)

ALSO AVAILABLE...
Postgraduate Certificate of Intelligence (also available by distance)

mq.edu.au 9
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Society, history and culture
Expand your horizons and see the bigger picture with our world-class degrees in society, history
and culture. Macquarie’s research in history and archaeology, and language, communication and
culture was rated above world standard in the Australian Government’s 2012 Excellence in Research
for Australia (ERA) evaluation.
Take your knowledge beyond borders with our internationally focused degrees in communication,
international relations and public diplomacy. You’ll learn from leading academics and researchers,
and gain unique insights from professionals working in all corners of the globe.
If history is your passion, we’ll bring your studies to life with world-renowned teachers such
as Professor David Christian, the pioneer of ‘Big History’ who is working with Bill Gates on a
revolutionary approach to history teaching.

reasons to choose
society, history and
culture at Macquarie
are the only Australian university with
1 We
a licence to dig in Egypt’s Nile Valley
internationally focused degrees
2 Our
prepare you for work in international
organisations such as the United Nations

your knowledge and expand
3 Broaden
your career opportunities with our

PHOTO: CHRIS LYTTLETON

combined degrees
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Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of Applied Anthropology
Macquarie offers Australia’s first and longest running Master of Applied
Anthropology. This unique coursework degree includes a research element
designed for students who wish to gain a qualification in the area of applied
anthropology, with a focus on social and cultural aspects of development and
policy research.
Who should apply:
Students who wish to gain a graduate qualification in the area of applied
anthropology, social aspects of development studies, consultancy, and policy
research with a specific focus on the local and community level.
Subjects you will study include:
Applied Anthropology: Why Does Culture Matter?; Research Methods
in Anthropology.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent in
social sciences.
Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$28,768
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 040615D

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAppAnth

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Diploma of Applied Anthropology

1 year full-time

CRICOS 055298M

Master of Arts
Society, history and culture broadens your outlook and helps you to branch out
in the direction you want to grow. The Master of Arts lets you discover the world
of ancient Egypt, explore a wide range of literary texts both past and present, or
delve into history.
Higher English language requirements apply for some specialisations in
this degree.
Who should apply:
Those who have completed a recognised bachelor degree and are looking
to further their understanding in a particular specialisation.
Society, history and culture specialisations in the Master of Arts:
Ancient History, Coptic Studies, History, Human Geography.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent.
Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$28,768
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 030079F

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MArts

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Arts

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 055626M

Postgraduate Diploma of Arts

1 year full-time

CRICOS 061434B

Master of Development Studies and Culture Change
The Master of Development Studies and Culture Change offers critical
perspectives on development and cultural change in a globalising world. It is
particularly concerned with how significant impacts of change are constructed
and experienced at various levels from local communities, to national policies,
through to international institutions.
Who should apply:
Students with an interest in development studies and culture change,
anthropology and human geography.
Subjects you will study include:
Development Theory and Practice, Social Impact Assessment and Cross Cultural
Negotiation, as well as elective units including Globalisation and Sustainable
Development, Urban Anthropology: Multiculture City.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent in
social sciences.
Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$28,768
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 058701C

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MDevCult

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Diploma of Development Studies and Culture Change

1 year full-time

CRICOS 058703A
mq.edu.au 11
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Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of International Communication
Examines the evolution of communication theories and strategies in response to
modernisation and social changes. It draws on a variety of fields of study, including
media communication, international relations and cultural studies, and culminates in
an internship where you can gain real-world experience.
Who should apply:
People who wish to work in international organisations, in developing countries or in
organisations working in the international arena.
Subjects you will study include:
Intercultural Communication, Issues in Contemporary Global Media, Public Diplomacy
and International Public Relations, Transnational Communication.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50.
Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$28,768
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 007971C

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntComm

Master of International Relations
Develop an in-depth understanding of international relations with our flexible and
real-world focused degree. You will explore the issues and processes of specific
regions and trouble spots, as well as study global institutions. This degree is also
available by distance.
Who should apply:
Professionals currently working in multinational organisations or graduates looking
to work in the international arena.
Subjects you can study include:
Globalisation and the North-South Relationship, International Political Economy,
International Security, The Asian-Pacific Region and Australia, Theories of
International Relations.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50.
Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,432
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 034760A

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntRel

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of International Relations (also available by distance)

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 053399M

Postgraduate Diploma of International Relations (also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 053401M

Master of International Business with Master of International Communication

2 years full-time

CRICOS 077957K

Master of International Business with Master of International Relations

2 years full-time

CRICOS 037607G

Master of International Communication with Master of International Relations

1.5 years full-time

CRICOS 044926A

Master of International Relations with Master of International Trade and Commerce Law

1.5 years full-time

CRICOS 051488D

Master of Translating and Interpreting with Master of International Relations

2.5 years full-time

CRICOS being sought

BROADEN YOUR QUALIFICATION WITH A COMBINED DEGREE
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Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of Policy and Applied Social Research
This degree develops your skills in applied social research and the analysis of policy in
its social context. The core units, provided through the Department of Sociology, focus
on designing and conducting applied research, on the evaluation process, and on
understanding and analysing policy in the fields of social policy and human services.
Who should apply:
Those working in service delivery programs wishing to transition into, or advance
in, policy roles, those returning to the workforce and seeking a job in policy or social
research, and those looking to change career into policy and social research.
Subjects you will study include:
Doing Social Survey Research, Qualitative Methods. You can also choose from units
including Activism and Policy Design, Crime Research and Policy, Developing Social
Policy, Evaluation and the Policy Process, Political Economy for Social Policy and
Research, Urban Social Impact Assessment.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in social sciences.
Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$28,768
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 003944E

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MPASR

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Diploma of Policy and Applied Social Research

1 year full-time

Master of Politics and Public Policy
The Master of Politics and Public Policy develops your understanding of the structure
and processes of policy formulation, implementation and evaluation from an Australian
perspective. The units of this degree are offered within the context of political science.
Who should apply:
This degree is appropriate for those who wish to work as practitioners in public,
community or political work. It is also of value for anyone in the private sector who works
at the interface with government and public policy decision making.
Subjects you will study include:
Accountability, Comparative Public Policy, Politics and Policy: Theory and Applications,
Using Research. You can also choose from units including Gender and Policy,
Health Policy, Intergovernmental Relations, Political Parties and Policy, Politics of
Communications Policy.

CRICOS 055774K

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in relevant field. Minimum GPA
of 2.50. Relevant work experience.
Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,432
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 010621K

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MPP

ALSO AVAILABLE...
Postgraduate Certificate of Social Impact Assessment (distance program)

1 year part-time

CRICOS n/a

Postgraduate Diploma of Social Impact Assessment (also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 075596B

mq.edu.au 13
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Macquarie Law School
Learn to think critically and creatively, and enhance your career with Macquarie’s
interdisciplinary approach to the study of law.
Rated above world standard (4 out of 5) in the Australian government’s Excellence
in Research (ERA) evaluation in 2012, Macquarie’s research in law and legal studies
underpins our degrees which are suited to both lawyers and non-lawyers.
At Macquarie, you will broaden and deepen knowledge in your area of expertise, and
gain the skills and knowledge to attract the attention of leading employers across
Australia and around the world.

reasons to choose
law at Macquarie
pioneered the
1 We
interdisciplinary study of law
giving you a legal education
you won’t find elsewhere

graduates find
2 Our
employment in leading firms,

as well as roles in government,
advocacy, international
organisations and corporations

will learn from experienced
3 You
and dedicated experts who are

PHOTO: Paul wright

active researchers in their fields
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Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Juris Doctor

3 years full-time

Gain an in-depth understanding of the Australian legal system, including an
international law perspective. You will develop the advocacy and analytical skills
required for a successful legal career. The degree also offers opportunities to combine
your studies with practical work experience.

Admission requirements

The Juris Doctor qualifies you to seek admission to practice as a legal practitioner in
New South Wales (subject to practical legal training requirements).

Session 1 (March)

Who should apply:
Students wanting to enter the legal profession or develop a broad and comprehensive
understanding of the Australian legal system.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum GPA of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$32,224

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 6.5 in each band
CRICOS 079539A

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/JD

Master of Environmental Law
Provides comprehensive knowledge of environmental laws in context, fostering
a broad understanding of this dynamic area. It gives you the opportunity to join
world-class researchers on environmental law at the Centre for International and
Environmental Law where you can participate in conferences, workshops and research
projects as part of your studies.

Who should apply:
Both lawyers and non-lawyers such as business professionals, environmental
consultants, workers in the resource sector and lawyers working in the environmental
law and government law areas, or those wishing to work in these areas.

Subjects you will study include:
Environmental Law and Sustainable Development; Environmental Litigation
and Mediation; Pollution, Law and Environmental Management

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
in relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,432

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 073732D

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEnvLaw

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Environmental Law

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 073734B

Postgraduate Diploma of Environmental Law

1 year full-time

CRICOS 073733C

Master of International Environmental Law

1 year full-time

This degree provides international and comparative studies across a wide range of
environmental law topics. You will explore the evolution of international environmental
law, its implementation in response to changing scientific knowledge and public
pressure and the interplay between law, science, commerce, planning and policy.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Both lawyers and non-lawyers such as environmental consultants, industry and
public service professionals, workers in the resource sector and lawyers working in
environmental law and government law areas, or those wishing to work in these areas.

Subjects you will study include:
Climate Change Law, Comparative Environmental Law, International Law. You can also
choose from elective units including Law, Globalisation and Cultural Transformations;
Trade and Environmental Law; Water and Marine Biodiversity Law.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
in relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,432

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 073731E

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntEnvlaw

mq.edu.au 15
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Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of International Trade and Commerce Law

1 year full-time

Available to both lawyers and non-lawyers, this degree is designed to meet the needs
of persons with an interest in business, international business, international studies,
finance and commercial law. It is taught in partnership between Macquarie Law School
and Macquarie City Campus.

Admission requirements

This degree equips graduates with the skills and knowledge to pursue careers in
multinational corporations, international organisations dealing with finance, trade and
development issues, and businesses engaging in international markets.

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Who should apply:
Graduates with a background in business, commerce, economics, law, international
relations or related disciplines who are interested in gaining greater knowledge and
understanding of international trade and commercial law.

Subjects you will study include:
International Business Transactions, International Commercial Law, International Trade
and Finance.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
in relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$32,608

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 045284M

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntTrdeComLaw

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of International Trade and Commerce Law

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 047335M

Postgraduate Diploma of International Trade and Commerce Law

1 year full-time

CRICOS 047336K

1.5 years full-time

CRICOS 051488D

BROADEN YOUR QUALIFICATION WITH A COMBINED DEGREE
Master of International Relations with Master of International Trade and Commerce Law

Master of Laws

1 year full-time

Designed to meet the needs of lawyers working in, or aspiring to work in, the area of
environmental law or international law, as well as for those seeking to extend their
understanding of issues in environmental regulation.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

Law graduates and practicing lawyers who are looking to further their understanding
in environmental or international environmental law.

Available specialisations:
Environmental Law, International Environmental Law.

Subjects you will study include:
Legal Research Dissertation. Students select from other subjects depending on their
chosen specialisation. These include: Climate Change Law, International Dispute
Settlement, International Law, Trade and Environmental Law.

Australian Bachelor of Laws or recognised
equivalent. Minimum GPA 2.50.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,432

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 047337J

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/LLM
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Business and
Economics

The Faculty of Business and Economics delivers
leading-edge knowledge across a range of
contemporary business disciplines.
We produce graduates who are world-ready business
professionals with highly developed professional skills,
enquiring minds, ethical principles and the confidence
to contribute to shaping the future.
The teaching and learning experience of our students
is informed by the high profile research of our
academic staff. This means our students access the
most up-to-date thinking in their subject area.
Our postgraduate degrees also provide options for a
flexible program of study designed to fit your lifestyle,
and maintain the academic standards essential for
professional accreditation.
Professor Mark Gabbott

PHOTO: phillipa janos

Executive Dean, Faculty
of Business and Economics
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Business
Get the skills companies want in a challenging economy.
Macquarie offers Australia’s largest postgraduate accounting program, providing a pathway
for university graduates in any discipline to acquire qualifications recognised by CPA
Australia and the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia (ICAA).
With access to business experts and exposure to world-class research, you will also benefit
from scholarships and internships with partners from leading organisations in fields such as
banking and finance, government, healthcare, IT, not-for-profit and pharmaceuticals.

reasons to choose
business at Macquarie
business degrees are accredited by
1 Our
professional bodies such as CPA, Actuaries

Institute and Australian Marketing Institute

strong global focus helps you
2 Our
develop links with international
offer internships with leading
3 We
organisations such as Yahoo!, Accor
and Konica Minolta
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business and the world
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Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of Accounting (CPA Extension)

2.5 years full-time†

Enables you to obtain a university qualification and receive extensive academic support
while you prepare for the CPA external examinations: our graduates consistently rank higher
in grade results in the CPA program than non-Macquarie graduates. This degree focuses on
strong technical skills as well as communicative competence.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Non-accounting graduates who wish to become qualified professional accountants and
who would like extensive academic support whilst completing the CPA Australia program.

Subjects you will study include:
Auditing and Assurance Services, Business and Corporation Law, Financial Management
and Policy, plus advanced CPA units.

Accreditation:
Units in this degree have been designed to meet the educational
requirements of CPA Australia and the Institute of Chartered
Accountants Australia (ICAA) and other accounting bodies.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum GPA 2.70.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$26,927*

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 022767D

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAcc(CPA)

Master of Accounting (Professional)

1.5 years full-time†

Macquarie University has Australia’s largest postgraduate accounting program and this
degree provides a pathway for university graduates in any discipline to acquire qualifications
that are fully recognised by CPA Australia and the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Australia (ICAA). Also offered at Macquarie City Campus.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Graduates who hold a bachelor degree in any discipline and wish to obtain a qualification
that is fully recognised by CPA Australia and ICAA.

Subjects you will study include:
Auditing and Assurance Services, Business and Corporation Law, Financial Management
and Policy.

Accreditation:
This degree has been designed to meet the educational
requirements of CPA Australia, the Institute of Chartered
Accountants Australia (ICAA) and other accounting bodies.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum GPA 2.70.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$26,927

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 068956G

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAcc(Prof)

Broaden your qualification with a combined degree
Master of Accounting (Professional) with Master of Commerce

2 years full-time†

CRICOS 077955A

Master of Actuarial Practice

2 years full-time^

Designed for non-actuarial graduates who wish to obtain a professionally accredited
qualification in actuarial science. Actuaries work in the financial management and control
of insurance and related entities, and in the quantitative aspects of insurance, banking,
investment and finance.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March)

Graduates who wish to pursue a career in actuarial and related statistical science and have a
strong background in quantitative or business related disciplines.

Subjects you will study include:
Mathematics of Finance, Principles of Finance, Statistical Design.

Accreditation:

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum GPA 3.00.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$31,828

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
Completion of certain units in this degree, with sufficiently good results,
may exempt students from Part I / Part II of the Institute of Actuaries
Australia professional qualification requirements. See course weblink
for full details.

CRICOS code 071333B

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MActPrac

† Students with related undergraduate qualifications may be exempt from gateway units and could complete this degree in less time.
* Does not include CPA examination fees which are paid directly to CPA Australia for six CPA program units. See cpaaustralia.com.au for current examination fees.
^ Students with insufficient mathematical or statistical background may need to complete necessary gateway units before enrolling for some of the core technical units covering Part I
of the Institute of Actuaries Australia professional qualifications.
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Master of Advanced Professional Accounting
This professional degree enables you to become a qualified practicing accountant. It offers
the professional segments of CPA Australia and CIMA (UK), while allowing you to develop
advanced professional skills in financial and management accounting, finance, business
management and research.

Who should apply:

1.5 years full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in accounting. Minimum GPA 2.70.
Eligibility for admission to the CPA and
CIMA programs.

Graduates who are eligible to enrol into the CPA and CIMA programs, and students with a
bachelor degree in accounting who would like to continue with a professional qualification
that is underpinned by academic support.

Intakes (2014)

Subjects you will study include:

$31,828*

CPA – Ethics and Governance, CPA – Global Strategy and Leadership, and other advanced
CPA and accounting units.

Accreditation:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
Completion of units in this degree meets the Professional
Level educational requirements of CPA Australia and
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants CIMA (UK).

CRICOS code 077685G

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAdvProfAcc

Master of Applied Finance

1 year full-time

This degree offers genuinely applied finance, taught by highly experienced practitioners.
It is portable across teaching locations, assists students preparing for CFA examinations and
explores funds management, corporate finance, risk management, and instruments and
valuation. Also offered in Beijing and Singapore#.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

Graduates who are working in the financial services industry and want to deepen their
knowledge of applied finance. Also suitable for students from a non-finance background
who would like to transition to the financial services sector.

Subjects you will study include:
Corporate Finance, Financial Instruments, Financial Risk Management, Investments.

Accreditation:
Recognised by the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Institute and Chartered Alternative
Investment Analyst (CAIA) Association. Accredited by the Professional Risk Managers
International Association (PRMIA). Meets the education components of the criteria for
membership of the Finance and Treasury Association Limited at Certified Finance and
Treasury Professional (CFTP) level and by the Financial Services Institute of Australasia (FINSIA).

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum two years relevant work
experience in finance or a related field.
Applied Finance Centre: January, July

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$41,566

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 001377C

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAppFin

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Applied Finance

0.5 years full-time

Master of Economics

CRICOS 030065A

1.5 years full-time†

A globally focused degree designed for graduates who want to become professional
economists or econometricians. Even if you have not studied economics at undergraduate
level you can graduate with a world-class specialisation in economics.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

Professionals wanting to expand their career opportunities and further develop their
analytical and decision-making skills. This degree allows you to make the jump to the next
level in your career.

Subjects you will study include:
Advanced Macroeconomics, Advanced Microeconomics, Applied Econometrics I,
Mathematical Economics.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum GPA 2.70.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$31,828

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 071334A

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEc

† Students with related undergraduate qualifications may be exempt from gateway units and could complete this degree in less time. * Does not include CPA examination fees
which are paid directly to CPA Australia for six CPA program units. See cpaaustralia.com.au for current examination fees. # Fees, intakes and course duration may differ for offshore
programs. See course weblink for more information.
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Master of Commerce

1.5 years full-time†

This degree delivers a flexible, career-oriented and relevant postgraduate business education
in a range of disciplines. This degree is highly practical, designed to meet employer needs
and provides graduates with the capabilities for careers in the professions.

Admission requirements

Allows you to create a program of study that takes into account knowledge and skills from
your prior working experience or recent undergraduate studies.

Intakes (2014)

Who should apply:

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)

Suitable for professionals who wish to update their business knowledge and skills, be
promoted as a specialist in a managerial position, or change career direction.

Subjects you can study include:

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum GPA 2.70.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)
$31,828

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

Introduction to Marketing Management, Principles of Finance, Business and Corporation
Law. You can select from other subjects (including Business Internship) depending on your
chosen specialisation.

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 071335M

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MCom

Broaden your qualification with a combined degree
Master of Accounting (Professional) with Master of Commerce

2 years full-time†

CRICOS 077955A

Master of Biotechnology with Master of Commerce

2 years full-time

CRICOS 050836G

Master of Commerce specialisations
Accounting

Corporate Governance

Financial Crime and Governance

Delivers postgraduate level theoretical
knowledge and applied skills in accounting
and related fields. Develop skills to move
into accounting roles and expand your
career opportunities.

Provides a foundation in corporate
governance with an emphasis on
the theoretical base of governance,
accountability and agency.

Provides a unique opportunity to identify
and assess financial crime risks, and to
gain the skills required to manage the
investigative processes.

Actuarial Studies

Economics

Human Resource Management

Provides you with the skills necessary to
engage in activities such as monitoring
economic situations and providing risk
assessments through the delivery of
theoretical knowledge and applied skills.

Develop theoretical knowledge and practice
in the area of human resource management
at an advanced level.

Develop theoretical knowledge and applied
skills in actuarial studies and its related fields.
Build the foundations to a career in areas
such as insurance.

Business Management
and Organisations
Draws upon contemporary research to teach
industry relevant business management and
organisational practices.

Finance
Gives you exposure to both the theoretical
concepts and practical applications of
modern finance.

Marketing
Builds marketing skills as they apply to
a business or corporation and provides
theoretical knowledge needed to
understand underlying marketing practices.

Master of International Business

1.5 years full-time†

Get a business degree with a global outlook: this degree provides the opportunity
to acquire contemporary knowledge and skills in core business disciplines with an
international focus. It gives you the skills to become an effective global professional.

Admission requirements

You will develop a solid grounding in international business studies through core study in
accounting, economics, finance and marketing.

Intakes (2014)

Who should apply:

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)

Recent graduates or professionals who wish to update their business knowledge and skills
with an international perspective, or for those looking to change career direction.

Subjects you will study include:
International Business Strategy, International Marketing, International Trade, Leading
and Managing in Culturally Diverse Environments. Students may choose to undertake
a Business Internship unit.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum GPA 2.70.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)
$31,828

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 071336K

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntBus

Broaden your qualification with a combined degree
Master of International Business with Master of International Communication

2 years full-time†

CRICOS 077957K

Master of International Business with Master of International Relations

2 years full-time

CRICOS 037607G

† Students with related undergraduate qualifications may be exempt from gateway units and could complete this degree in less time.
mq.edu.au 21
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Master of Business Administration

1 year full-time

Ranked among the world’s top 100 MBA programs (The Economist Which MBA 2012),
an MGSM Master of Business Administration (MBA) is a learning experience that is both
invigorating and invaluable. Providing a strategic business perspective and a complete
grounding in the core elements of general management, this degree extends, challenges
and ultimately, transforms today’s management professional.

Admission requirements

This degree is offered at MGSM North Ryde campus and in Hong Kong. Elective units can
also be taken at the MSGM Sydney CBD Campus.

MGSM Term 1 (January), Term 3 (June)

Subjects you will study include:

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum two years of relevant
management or professional experience.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$65,600

Accounting for Management, Marketing Management, Organisational Behaviour,
Strategic Frameworks, Information and Decision Analysis, Strategic Management.

English requirements

Accreditation:

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

MGSM’s MBA is accredited by the international accreditation body AACSB
International. AACSB accreditation represents the highest standard of
achievement for business schools worldwide. Less than five per cent of
the world’s 14,000+ business programs have earned AACSB accreditation.

CRICOS code 018365A

(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBA

Master of Management

1 year full-time

Detailed insights into a specific field of management are the defining feature of the Master
of Management. This degree fully prepares you for either a generic senior management
position, or a senior management position within a certain field, whether it’s marketing,
finance or another function you aspire to lead.

Admission requirements

This program is offered at MGSM North Ryde campus and in Hong Kong. Elective units can
also be taken at the MSGM Sydney CBD Campus.

Intakes (2014)

Subjects you will study include:

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)

Accounting for Management, Marketing Management, Organisational Behaviour,
Strategic Frameworks.

$41,000

Accreditation:

(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

MGSM’s management degree is accredited by the international accreditation body
AACSB International. AACSB accreditation represents the highest standard of
achievement for business schools worldwide. Less than five per cent of the world’s
14,000+ business programs have earned AACSB accreditation.

CRICOS code 018442D

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum two years of relevant
management or professional experience.
MGSM Term 1 (January), Term 3 (June)

English requirements
IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MMgt

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Management (also available by distance)

3 months full-time

CRICOS 070799J

Postgraduate Diploma of Management

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 018186D

Master of Social Entrepreneurship

1.5 years full-time

Macquarie Graduate School of Management and Macquarie University are proud to be
co-delivering Australia’s first masters degree in social entrepreneurship. The course has been
designed for individuals who are passionate about social justice, creating social impact and
assuring environmental sustainability while making a profit. This degree empowers and
equips individuals to lead social change in innovative ways.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

MGSM Term 1 (January), Term 3 (June)

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent. Minimum two years of relevant
management or professional experience.

Intakes (2014)

This degree is designed for social entrepreneurs and people with work experience in a
social enterprise. The degree is also designed for individuals working on social issues within
government agencies and departments and people who are working within (or seeking to
work within) the not-for-profit sector.

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)

Subjects you will study include:

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Activism and Policy Design, Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility, Social
Entrepreneurship, Strategic Frameworks.

$37,200

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)
CRICOS code 079179J

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSocEnt
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Human
Sciences
The Faculty of Human Sciences prepares graduates
for the future – people who are well-informed, ethical,
curious and compassionate, and who want to make
a real difference.
With national teaching awards in all departments,
strong research at or above world standard and
world-class facilities, Macquarie is fast becoming
the place to be for tomorrow’s successful health and
human sciences professionals.

Education and teaching

24

Health sciences

29

Linguistics, translating and interpreting

32

Psychology

35

The new Australian Hearing Hub will see students
in the Faculty working amongst highly skilled
professional practitioners and world-class researchers
in well-equipped laboratories for cognitive and
language sciences, brain sciences and speech and
hearing sciences.
Our education and early childhood students have the
opportunity to learn with the latest technology in our
ICT Innovation Centre and with leading researchers
and professionals in two renowned centres – the
Mia Mia Early Childhood Learning Centre and the
Macquarie University Special Education Centre.
Professor Janet Greeley
Executive Dean, Faculty
of Human Sciences
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Education and teaching
Change destinies and enrich lives with Macquarie’s postgraduate education degrees.
In 2012 Macquarie’s specialist studies in education research was recognised as above
world standard (4 out of 5), according to the Australian Government’s 2012 Excellence
in Research for Australia (ERA) evaluation.
Academics, researchers and graduates from Macquarie regularly receive high-profile
awards that reflect their achievements in the field.
Our degrees will help you understand your specialisation within a wider context and
equip you for senior education leadership and management roles.

reasons to choose
education and teaching
at Macquarie

have a long history of producing
1 We
world-class teachers with broad world views,
regardless of their chosen area of study

childhood education is one of the
2 Early
country’s fastest growing job markets
and a Macquarie degree will give your
career in this field the edge

to our on-campus school for children
3 Access
with special needs, and the

PHOTO: phillipa janos

world-class childcare facility Mia Mia,
contribute to your learning experiences
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Graduate Diploma of Advanced Studies in Early Childhood

1 year full-time

This diploma provides a pathway for graduates of a three-year early childhood
education teaching qualification to upgrade to a four-year qualification.

Admission requirements

Subjects you will study include:

Intakes (2014)

Child Development: Research and Practice, Issues in Developmental Literacy,
Leadership in Early Childhood: Social Policies and Social Systems, Management
and Leadership II: Building Learning Environments.

Accreditation:
Graduates are accredited with the Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality
Authority (ACECQA). This course is recognised nationally and internationally by
early childhood education providers.

Recognised three year early childhood teaching degree.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$27,792

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS registration is being sought for this degree

Master of Arts specialising in Education Studies

1 year full-time

This Master of Arts specialisation is designed for the professional development
of teachers and others who wish to major in education studies but also want to
study other areas within the degree.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

This degree is suitable for those who want to focus on educational studies yet
require flexibility within their degree.

Subjects you can study include:
Four units from a group of seven which focus on educational studies in
curriculum, assessment and pedagogy.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$28,160

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 030079F

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MA

Master of Early Childhood
This degree provides you with an opportunity to undertake advanced study
in early childhood, to enhance your professional knowledge and extend your
knowledge of related areas in early childhood. You will learn about current
research and engage critically in theoretical and policy debates of importance to
early childhood educators. You can focus on a particular area of specialisation to
match your interests, abilities and career goals. Also available by distance.

Who should apply:
People who are keen to continue early childhood studies at an advanced level.

Subjects you can study include:
You can choose to specialise in multiliteracies or select units that focus on a
particular area of specialisation to match your interests, abilities and career goals.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian Bachelor of Early Childhood or recognised
equivalent in relevant field. Academic practicum or
relevant work experience.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$28,160

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 027376A

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MECh

OR START WITH…
Postgraduate Certificate of Early Childhood (also available by distance)

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 037304A

Postgraduate Diploma of Early Childhood (also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 037308G
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Master of Education

1 year full-time

The Master of Education is a cohesive degree designed to enhance the
knowledge, skills, and professional development of educators and others with
a background in education studies.

Admission requirements

This degree is also offered by distance.

Intakes (2014)

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Teachers or other professionals who require a strong knowledge of education.

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)

Subjects you will study include:

$28,160

You can choose to complete the general pattern, or choose to specialise in
Curriculum and Pedagogy or Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) in Education.

English requirements

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
in education.

(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 027377M

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEd

OR START WITH…
Postgraduate Certificate of Education Studies (distance program)

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS n/a

Postgraduate Diploma of Education Studies (also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 075541F

Master of Education specialisations
Curriculum and Pedagogy

Educational Research

ICT in Education

This specialisation will guide you to critically
examine the processes of teaching and
education. You will learn about educational
psychology and practice as well as the
evaluation of educational programs. There
is also a research component.

This specialisation will allow you to explore
and implement the methodologies of
educational research and to design, conduct
and communicate a research project of your
own. You will also learn how to search and
construct a literature review.

This specialisation focuses on the effective
use of technology in education and
teaching. You will learn how to design a
technology-based curriculum, and the
methods of leading and managing online
learning environments.

Master of Educational Leadership
This degree develops your knowledge of theory and research in educational
leadership and management and explores implications for practice in education.
This degree is also offered by distance.

Who should apply:
People whose current role has leadership or management responsibilities or
who aspire to fulfil these responsibilities in schools, early childhood or other
education sectors.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree (or recognised equivalent) in
education or early childhood, depending on specialisation.
Minimum two years of relevant work experience.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)

Available specialisations:

$28,160

Early Childhood, School Education.

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 054332M

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEdLead

OR START WITH…
Postgraduate Certificate of Educational Leadership (also available by distance)

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 054124G

Postgraduate Diploma of Educational Leadership (also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 054335G
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Master of Higher Education

1 year full-time

The Master of Higher Education is a flexible degree for those wishing to study
higher education and higher education development. You can choose to
undertake the general degree or specialise in Learning and Teaching.

Admission requirements

The Learning and Teaching specialisation covers a range of higher education
topics, especially focusing on how to design and utilise curricula, the integration
of technology into higher education, and the practice of critical reflection in
higher education.

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

This degree is also offered by distance.

Who should apply:
Suitable if you are an academic or other higher education professional looking
to extend your knowledge and expertise in learning and teaching.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$28,160

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 055620F

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MHEd

OR START WITH…
Postgraduate Certificate of Higher Education (distance program)

1 year part-time

CRICOS n/a

Postgraduate Diploma of Higher Education (also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 055625A

Master of Special Education
This degree will develop your interest in special education and give you an
appreciation for the dignity and rights of all people to learn, regardless of their
physical or intellectual disabilities or other special needs. It allows you to focus
on specialised areas and includes the option of completing a research project
(subject to performance).
A prior teaching qualification is not required unless you want to work as a
special education teacher in schools.
This degree is also offered by distance.

Who should apply:

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent in
relevant field.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$28,160

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

Teachers, special education teachers or other professionals working with people
with disabilities.

IELTS minimum 7.5 overall, 8.0 in Listening and Speaking,
7.0 in Reading and Writing

Subjects you will study include:

CRICOS code 027543B

Effective Instruction for Students with Special Education Needs, Key Research
Issues and Methods in Special Education.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSpecEd

OR START WITH…
Postgraduate Certificate of Special Education (distance program)

1 year part-time

CRICOS n/a

Postgraduate Diploma of Special Education (also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 018444B
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Master of Teaching (Birth to Five Years)

2 years full-time

This degree enables those from other disciplines to obtain an early childhood
teaching qualification without undertaking a further undergraduate degree. On
completion of this degree, you will be eligible for employment as a teacher in
prior to school settings, typically preschools and childcare settings.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March)

Graduates from another discipline wishing to obtain an early childhood
teaching qualification.

Subjects you will study include:
Early Childhood Development, Early Childhood Development Research and
Practice, Early Childhood Philosophy and Pedagogy, Health and Well-being in
Early Childhood.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent.
Minimum GPA of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$28,160

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.5 overall, 7.0 in Reading and Writing,
8.0 in Listening and Speaking
CRICOS code 058390B

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MTeachBFY

Postgraduate Certificate of TESOL

0.5 years full-time

The course covers methodologies for teaching English as a second/foreign
language to learners of all ages and cultural backgrounds; the knowledge
and understanding of linguistics as applied to second language learning
and teaching; selecting and preparing materials for classroom learning and
teaching; and the professional understanding to guide students and their
learning of English. Also available by distance.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

$9,240

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)

Designed for those entering the profession of second language teaching, and/
or for qualified teachers to specialise in ESL in schools.

English requirements

Subjects you will study include:

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Language Teaching Methodologies, Linguistics and Language Teaching,
Practicum in TESOL.

CRICOS code 074076A

(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/PGCertTESOL

Graduate entry undergraduate teaching degrees
Already have an undergraduate degree and want to pursue a teaching career? Our graduate-entry teaching degrees will qualify you as a teacher
in primary or secondary school settings.
Bachelor of Education (Primary)

2 years full-time

CRICOS 047324C

Bachelor of Education (Secondary)

2 years full-time

CRICOS being sought
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H E A LT H S C IEN C E S

Health sciences
Get the skills you need to hit the ground running in your career in the health sciences industry.
Macquarie is investing heavily for the future of health through the Macquarie University
Hospital, the Australian School of Advanced Medicine and the Australian Hearing Hub.
Indeed, our state-of-the-art facilities at the Australian Hearing Hub bring together some of the
country’s best researchers and service providers to advance research, education and innovation
into hearing and language disorders, and give students an unparalleled opportunity to work
alongside industry experts.

reasons to choose health
sciences at Macquarie
and clinical placements
1 Internships
are integrated into your degree
laboratories and facilities
2 World-class
for radiology, orthopaedics, rehabilitation
PHOTO: COREY BUTLER

and case management

interdisciplinary approach provides
3 Our
broad knowledge that is highly valued
by employers
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Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Doctor of Physiotherapy

3 years full-time

This is an extended masters level, professional entry degree and will give
you advanced clinical decision-making abilities. You will learn the skills of a
physiotherapist based on the best available evidence to effectively assess,
diagnose, treat and educate people across all ages with disorders of movement
resulting from a range of conditions.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 2 (August)

You should apply if you are committed to practising as a physiotherapist, have
great interpersonal skills and an ambition for a fulfilling career in healthcare.

Subjects you will study include:
Evidence-based Healthcare and Physiotherapy Practice, Foundation Sciences for
Physiotherapy, Interprofessional Healthcare.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent in
a relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50. Recent successful
completion of specified prerequisite units at tertiary level.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$38,176

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 075265K

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/dpt

ALSO AVAILABLE...
Master of Chiropractic (see page 49)

2 years full-time

CRICOS 002111K

Master of Clinical Audiology
This degree gives you skills in assessment strategies, rehabilitation and
habilitation of the hearing impaired and the non-medical management
of hearing impairment and related pathologies. It also provides training
in research design with an optional project and an awareness of client
management strategies. Clinical training is provided as a formal part of the
degree with cooperation from audiological institutions.

Who should apply:
People who have good communication skills, a credit average in a relevant
undergraduate degree and an interest in pursuing a career in a health area.

Subjects you will study include:
Advanced Hearing Devices, Adult Hearing Assessment, Complex Case
Management, Objective Assessment Strategies and Paediatric Hearing
Assessment, Strategies of Aural Rehabilitation, Theoretical Bases of Audiology.

2 years full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent.
Minimum GPA of 3.00. 1–2 page personal statement.

Intakes (2014)
February

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$41,600

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 027373D

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MClinAudiology

Master of Science specialising in Environmental Health
Environmental health is concerned with the aspects of human health
determined by physical, chemical, biological and social factors in the
environment. This interdisciplinary degree offers an environmental focus on
public health and includes the analysis, control and prevention of adverse
environmental impacts, as well as the enhancement of those aspects of the
environment that can improve human health.

Who should apply:
This degree is suitable for those already working in an environmental or health
role, or others wishing to enter from a related field.

Subjects you will study include:
Environmental Health, Health Policy, and electives including Corporate
Environmental Management, Organisational Change for Sustainability,
Social Impact Assessment and Cross Cultural Negotiation.
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1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent in
relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,656

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 016926M

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSci

H E A LT H S C IEN C E S

Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of Speech and Language Pathology
This degree prepares you for the profession of speech pathology and enables
you to work clinically with individuals with developmental and acquired
communication and swallowing disorders. It builds on fundamental knowledge
from linguistics, psychology, anatomy and physiology. The comprehensive
supervised clinical placements develop skills in assessment, intervention,
service delivery and other aspects of professional practice.

Who should apply:
Students interested in assisting adults and children with communication and
swallowing problems, who hold a qualification in speech and hearing sciences.
This degree is also suitable if you are looking to change career, however you
must first complete a Graduate Diploma of Speech and Communication.

2 years full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent in
speech and hearing sciences. Minimum GPA of 3.00.
1–2 page personal statement.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$42,368

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

Subjects you will study include:

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band

Developmental and Acquired Speech and Swallowing Disorders,
Developmental and Acquired Language Disorders, Disorders of Voice and
Fluency and Medical/Surgical Speech Pathology.

CRICOS code 037303B

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSpchLngPath

Graduate Diploma Pathway FOR STUDENTS WITHOUT A BACHELOR DEGREE IN SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES
Graduate Diploma of Speech and Communication

1 year full-time

CRICOS 075264M

“Through my research, I found
that Macquarie’s program is more
established than those offered
by other Australian universities
and also offers a wider variety
of clinical placements. I can get
work experience in paediatric or
a hospital or a school, depending
on my interests. Being qualified by
the Speech Pathology Association
of Australia means I’ll have work
opportunities in English-speaking
countries like Canada and the US.”
Win Sum Cheung, Hong Kong
Master of Speech and Language Pathology
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Linguistics, translating
and interpreting
Get the skills that translate into global career opportunities.
Ranked among the top 50 universities in the world for linguistics by QS, Macquarie
offers dynamic degrees and one of the most comprehensive range of translating and
interpreting courses in Australia.
We host five internationally recognised research centres that collaborate with community
organisations, government departments, medical institutions, private companies and
other universities at the forefront of linguistics research. Our linguistics research is judged
to be above world standard, having received a rating of 4 out of 5 in the Australian
Government’s 2012 Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) evaluation.

reasons to choose
linguistics, translating and
interpreting at Macquarie

ranks Macquarie as one of the top 50
1 QS
universities in the world for linguistics
from our extensive partnerships
2 Benefit
with leading universities, community

part of our ground-breaking
3 Be
research, nourished in concentrated,
interdisciplinary centres
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organisations, government departments,
private companies and medical
institutions worldwide

L IN G U I S T I C S , T R A N S L AT IN G A ND IN T E R P R E T IN G

Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of Advanced Translation

1 year full-time

This degree will enhance your qualifications by teaching you the research and
practical skills necessary in translating highly sophisticated and specialised texts.

Who should apply:
You should apply if you have successfully completed a Postgraduate Diploma
or Master of Translating and Interpreting and wish to upgrade your professional
qualifications to an advanced level. This degree is also suitable if you are already
working as a professional translator and want to enhance your knowledge
and skills.

Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent and
NAATI professional accreditation as a translator (or overseas
equivalent) OR postgraduate level award in translating and
interpreting with at least a credit in one core advanced
practical translation subject.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Suitable for students from any language background.

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)

Subjects you will study include:

$23,680

Advanced Translation Practice, Advanced Translation Theory, Specialised
Translation Project.

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 6.5 in each band
CRICOS code 052425M

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAdvTrans

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Diploma of Translating and Interpreting (also available in Korea)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 027398F

Master of Applied Linguistics

1 year full-time

This degree covers theoretical and methodological issues relevant to
practitioners in a variety of professions whose work is concerned with applied
language study. It is internationally relevant and focuses on the development of
analytic skills and understanding the complex relationship between language
use and context, and research in these areas. Also available by distance.

Who should apply:
Suitable for experienced language professionals working or aiming to work in
the areas of teaching, curriculum development, literacy education assessment
and program evaluation, bilingualism, teacher education, policy development,
management, or a community service where language and communication are
critical issues.

Subjects you will study include:

Admission requirements
Admission requirements vary depending on the
specialisation chosen.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$24,640

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 027367B

Communicative Grammar, Genre, Discourse and Multimodality, Research
Methods in Language Study.

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAppLing

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Applied Linguistics (distance program)

1 year part-time

CRICOS n/a

Postgraduate Diploma of Applied Linguistics (also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 030083K

Postgraduate Certificate of TESOL (see page 28)

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 074076A

Master of Applied Linguistics specialisations
General Applied Linguistics

TESOL

Designed to allow you to study a range of topics broadly
relevant across applied linguistics. You will cover theoretical and
methodological issues relevant to practitioners in a variety of
professions whose work is concerned with applied language study.

Designed to provide a strong theoretical and practical foundation
in the field of teaching English as a second or foreign language.
Subjects focus on three broad areas: Classroom, Curriculum and
Context; Language Assessment; and Second Language Acquisition.

BROADEN YOUR QUALIFICATION WITH A COMBINED DEGREE
Master of Translating and Interpreting with Master of Applied Linguistics

2.5 years full-time

CRICOS being sought
mq.edu.au 33
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recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of Conference Interpreting
This degree equips you with research and practical skills involved in conference
interpreting within simulated conference settings. It also prepares you to work
as an advanced interpreter in community and business contexts.

Who should apply:
Suitable if you wish to become a professional conference interpreter, or if you
are already working as a professional consecutive interpreter and want to learn
simultaneous interpreting skills.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
and NAATI professional accreditation as a interpreter
(or overseas equivalent) OR Postgraduate level award
in translating and interpreting with a distinction in one
advanced core practical interpreting subject.

Intakes (2014)

Subjects you will study include:

Session 1 (March)

Advanced Consecutive Interpreting, Introduction to Simultaneous Interpreting
Theory and Practice, Mock Conference Interpreting, Simultaneous Interpreting.

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$25,280

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 6.5 in each band
CRICOS code 052424A

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MConfInt

Master of Translating and Interpreting

2 years full-time

This degree provides proficient bilinguals with the linguistic, technical and
professional skills to work as translators and interpreters, as well as an academic
grounding in translation and interpreting theory and research skills. Languages
offered include Chinese (Mandarin), Japanese and Korean.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

Those who are interested in becoming a professional translator and interpreter,
or wish to further develop translating and interpreting skills while acquiring a
masters degree.

Subjects you will study include:
Communication Skills for Translators and Interpreters, Discourse and
Text Analysis for Translators and Interpreters, Interpreting Practice,
Translation Practice.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent.
Minimum GPA of 2.50. Language proficiency in English and
one of the languages offered in the degree.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$23,680

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 6.5 in each band
CRICOS code 018443C

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MTransInter

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Diploma of Translating and Interpreting (also available in Korea)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 027398F

Master of Translating and Interpreting with Master of Applied Linguistics

2.5 years full-time

CRICOS being sought

Master of Translating and Interpreting with Master of International Relations

2.5 years full-time

CRICOS being sought

Master of Interpreting

1.5 years full-time

CRICOS being sought

Master of Translating

1.5 years full-time

CRICOS being sought

Postgraduate Certificate of TESOL (see page 28)

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 074076A

Postgraduate Certificate of Editing and Electronic Publishing (see page 7)

1 year part-time

CRICOS n/a

BROADEN YOUR QUALIFICATION WITH A COMBINED DEGREE

ALSO AVAILABLE...
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Psychology
Build a quality career in psychology, and study with internationally recognised researchers
at Macquarie University.
Our research in psychology and cognitive sciences is helping thousands living with
autism, dementia, dyslexia and schizophrenia. Macquarie also hosts the renowned Centre
of Excellence in Cognition and its Disorders; Centre for Elite Performance, Expertise and
Training; and Centre for Emotional Health.
Leading training facilities and our broad interdisciplinary approach to learning and
teaching will help you build strong clinical foundations and grow a successful career.

PHOTO: jeremy piper

reasons to choose
psychology at Macquarie

1 QS ranks Macquarie as one of the top 50
universities in the world for psychology
2 Your award-winning teachers are also
internationally respected researchers
3 Macquarie hosts the renowned Centre of
Excellence in Cognition and its Disorders
and Centre for Emotional Health
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Master of Clinical Neuropsychology
This degree helps you become a high calibre practitioner who is well grounded
in theory and practice, and capable of working within a range of clinically
oriented areas.

Who should apply:
Psychology honours graduates (within the last 10 years) who want a career
as a clinical neuropsychologist.

Subjects you will study include:
Cognitive Neuropsychology, Developmental Neuropsychology,
Neuropsychopharmacology, Neuropsychopathology.

2 years full-time
Admission requirements
Recent APAC accredited honours degree in psychology
(with first-class or second-class honours division one) or
recognised equivalent). Eligibility for provisional or full
registration with the Psychology Board of Australia.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$34,720

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 027374C

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MClinNeuroPsy

Master of Clinical Psychology
This degree is the professional training course for those who want to practice as
clinical psychologists. It equips you to become a high calibre practitioner who is
well grounded in theory and practice and capable of moving across a range of
clinically oriented areas.

Who should apply:

2 years full-time
Admission requirements
Recent APAC accredited honours degree in psychology
(with first-class or second-class honours division one) or
recognised equivalent. Eligibility for provisional or full
registration with the Psychology Board of Australia.

Fourth-year psychology honours graduates (within the last 10 years) wanting a
professional career in clinical psychology.

Intakes (2014)

Subjects you will study include:

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)

Cognitive Behaviour Therapy, Counselling and Cultural Perspectives,
Developmental Psychopathology, Psychology of Health.

$34,720

Session 1 (March)

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 001396M

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MClinPsych

Master of Organisational Psychology

2 years full-time

This degree enables you to work as an organisational psychologist in
consultancy firms, large companies or government departments in areas such
as human resource management, training, job design, workplace and career
counselling, rehabilitation, and occupational health and safety.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

Fourth-year psychology honours graduates (within the last 10 years) wanting a
professional career in organisational psychology.

Session 1 (March)

Subjects you will study include:

$34,720

Applied Psychology in Human Resource Management, Industrial and
Organisational Psychology, Training in Organisations.

Recent APAC accredited honours degree in psychology
or recognised equivalent. Eligibility for provisional or full
registration with the Psychology Board of Australia.

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 030053E

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MOrgPsych

ALSO AVAILABLE...
Doctor of Clinical Neuropsychology

3 years full-time

CRICOS 074724G

Doctor of Clinical Psychology

3 years full-time

CRICOS 074722J

Doctor of Organisational Psychology

3 years full-time

CRICOS 074723G
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Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of Social Health and Counselling
This degree gives you broad knowledge and an understanding of the
personal and social contexts within which social health issues arise and
are maintained, the impact of social health issues, and the current responses
to these phenomena. You will develop a critical appreciation of the variety
of preventative strategies, and an ability to develop and implement
such strategies.

Who should apply:
Allied health professionals and frontline workers, counsellors, case workers and
those with an interest in analysing the various facets of social health, including
prevention and intervention.

Subjects you will study include:
Counselling and Professional Practice, Research Project.

2 years full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent in
relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50. Candidates with
relevant work experience will be preferred.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$34,720

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 030054D

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSocHealthCounselling

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Diploma of Social Health and Counselling

1 year full-time

CRICOS 030058M

Postgraduate Diploma of Organisational Behaviour

1 year full-time

This diploma is an alternative path to acquiring knowledge and skills in
organisational psychology. Students in the postgraduate diploma complete
masters-level coursework alongside Master of Organisational Psychology
students, but do not complete a full masters degree.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March)

People who have a fourth-year psychology honours or approved equivalent
(within the last 10 years) and want a career in organisational psychology.

Subjects you will study include:
Applied Psychology in Human Resource Management, Psychological
Assessment and Evaluation, Team Factors in the Workplace, Training
in Organisations.

Recent APAC accredited honours degree in psychology
or recognised equivalent.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$34,720

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 030057A

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/PGDipOrgBeh

Postgraduate Diploma of Professional Psychology

1 year full-time

This diploma is designed to help fourth-year psychology graduates gain the
necessary theoretical and practical training to meet the requirements for
registration as a psychologist. You will be able to develop your therapeutic and
professional skills, as well as complete half the requirements for registration.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

Suitable if you have completed an Australian Psychology Accreditation Council
(APAC) accredited fourth-year sequence of study in psychology within the last
10 years, and want to pursue a career as a psychologist and complete your
registration requirements.

Subjects you will study include:
Cognitive Behavioural Interventions, Counselling and Professional Practice,
Psychological Assessment and Reports, Working with Children and Families.

Recent APAC accredited fourth year of study in
psychology. Eligibility for provisional registration with
the Psychology Board of Australia.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$34,720

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 7.0 overall, 7.0 in each band
CRICOS code 075542E

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/PGDipProfPsych
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Medicine and surgery
Develop your surgical expertise and go further within your chosen specialty at the
Australian School of Advanced Medicine (ASAM).
The only Australian medical school providing pre- and post-fellowship training in
medicine and surgery, ASAM brings together world-class clinicians, researchers and
medical educators to focus on future trends in medicine.
Using our state-of-the-art surgical skills centre and simulation laboratory you will extend
your understanding, have the opportunity to significantly adapt and interpret your
existing surgical knowledge, and make an original contribution to your specialty area.

Visit medicine.mq.edu.au
for more information on
postgraduate study in the
Australian School of Advanced
Medicine, including:
• Doctor of Advanced Surgery

• Master of Advanced Surgery
• Master of Clinical Sciences
38
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• Master of Advanced Medicine

Science
In the Faculty of Science we offer outstanding
opportunities for postgraduate study through a wide
range of courses and exposure to our world-class
research centres.
You will learn from academics who are world-leading
researchers and highly respected in the national
and international community. With access to our
cutting-edge discoveries, you will be up-to-date
with the pace of scientific change and expand your
career opportunities.

Engineering and information technology

40

Environment

42

Science

47

With our strong ties to industry, your postgraduate
study will be informed by visiting industry lecturers,
internship opportunities and industry advisory panels
that take an active role in our curriculum design.
You will also have access to outstanding facilities
and instrumentation that will give you a learning
experience of the highest calibre.
Professor Clive Baldock
Executive Dean,
Faculty of Science
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Engineering and
information technology
Macquarie University is where innovation comes to life. You’ll learn theories, but most importantly
you’ll understand how to put them into practice.
Macquarie researchers helped develop the ground-breaking chip technology in today’s
high speed Wi-Fi and we remain at the forefront of next generation wireless technology.
With our unique combination of world-class researchers, practical interdisciplinary degrees
and close partnerships with global companies co-located with us in Sydney’s high-technology
precinct, our engineering and information technology graduates have an edge in the workforce.

reasons to choose
engineering and information
technology at Macquarie
in Wi-Fi communication work with
1 Leaders
us on next-generation high-speed wireless
technology research

range of study options with a focus
2 Aonwide
practical applications reflecting the
knowledge and skills employers require

ground-breaking postgraduate
3 Adegree
integrating engineering with

PHOTO: Paul wright

business management to give you the
best career prospects
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Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of Data Science

1.5 years full-time

Data science is an emerging field that integrates specialised
computational and statistical techniques to extract and analyse large
amounts of data. The Master of Data Science will provide you with the
range of technical skills necessary to pursue a career in data science.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 2 (August)

Those wanting to hone their skills in information technology, statistics
or business, or multidisciplinary professionals seeking to consolidate
and advance their existing skills with the latest in best practice.

Subjects you will study include:
Applications of Data Science, Big Data Technologies, Data Mining.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent in relevant
field. Minimum GPA of 2.75.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$32,608

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS registration being sought for this program

Master of Engineering Management
Co-taught by the University’s highly respected Macquarie Graduate
School of Management (MGSM), this degree provides an accelerated
pathway into engineering management for professional engineers. It
is intended for those who are seeking a postgraduate management
degree with an engineering and information technology perspective.

Who should apply:
Early career engineers looking to accelerate their career or those
from a related discipline who are seeking to develop their skills in
management and strategic leadership.

Subjects you will study include:
Accounting for Management, Engineering Management Thesis and
elective options including Corporate Environmental Management and
Operations Management.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent.
Minimum two years relevant work experience.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$27,520

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 077148K

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEngMgt

Master of Information Technology

1 year full-time

The Master of Information Technology gives you the opportunity to
strengthen your understanding of underlying principles by applying
them to practical, industry-focused problems. The knowledge and skills
you gain in the coursework units is consolidated in a project unit in a
leading-edge topic.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

Information technology graduates who are seeking to hone their
skills in specialist areas, or experienced IT professionals who are seeking
to consolidate and advance their existing skills with the latest in
best practice.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent with substantial
computing component and GPA of 2.75; OR recognised bachelor
degree in a non-ICT discipline and three years of relevant work
experience; OR completion of a graduate diploma in an ICT discipline.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$32,608

Subjects you will study include:

English requirements

You can choose to specialise in Information Systems; Management;
Security and Network Management; or Web Engineering

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

CRICOS code 044928K

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MInfoTech

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Diploma of Information Technology

1 year full-time

CRICOS 044934A

GRADUATE DIPLOMA PATHWAY FOR STUDENTS WITHOUT AN UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Graduate Diploma of Information Technology

1 year full-time

CRICOS 051829K

1 year full-time

CRICOS 061017G

ALSO AVAILABLE...
Master of Information Technology Consulting
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Environment
Climate and environment is the issue of the age and demand for top-quality
scientists is high. At Macquarie you will study with people who are using their
knowledge to make an impact.
Macquarie is home to environmental researchers and academics who are
internationally renowned. Our environmental sciences research is well above world
standard, having received a 5 out of 5 rating in the Australian Government’s 2012
Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) evaluation.
Our approach combines science with an understanding of social, political
and human impacts and has earned Macquarie global recognition for our
environmental sciences and ecology research.

reasons to choose
environment at Macquarie
offer opportunities to develop field
1 We
skills complemented by laboratory
training and professional exposure

teachers are leading researchers,
2 Your
highly respected by the national and
international research community

PHOTO: VINCENT LECOMPTE

holistic approach means you’re able to
3 Our
combine science with an understanding of
social, political and human impacts
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Follow course web links for full course structure,
recommended prior knowledge, graduate profiles and more

Master of Environment

1.5 years full-time

The Master of Environment is an interdisciplinary degree that offers specialisations in
Environmental Management, Environmental Science and Environmental Studies.

Who should apply:
Students wanting to move into the environmental profession or those already working in
the area seeking to expand their skills and knowledge.

Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in relevant field. Minimum GPA
of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)

Subjects you can study include:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Attitudes to the Environment, Education for Sustainable Development, Environmental
Law and Policy, Environmental Measurement and Analysis, Management of Degraded
Environments, Social Impact Assessment and Cross Cultural Negotiation.

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$31,392

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 077558C

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEnv

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Environment

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 077560J

Postgraduate Diploma of Environment

1 year full-time

CRICOS 077559B

Master of Environment specialisations
Environmental Management

Environmental Science

Environmental Studies

Offers an interdisciplinary approach to
environmental management. A major focus
of the degree is to teach you how to work
with people from different disciplinary
perspectives in order to find environmental
solutions. You will work on environmental
consultancy projects for real clients
through the Environmental Management
Practice unit.

Offers a broad range of science subjects
covering ecology, biodiversity, conservation,
air and water pollution, geomorphology,
land management and environmental
health. Features specific units of applied
interdisciplinary study such as Science
and Management of Degraded
Environments, and Pollution Control
and Waste Management.

This specialisation is the broadest and most
flexible within the Master of Environment. It
is designed for those who wish to tailor their
degree to add depth or cover new areas
to suit their specific professional needs. It
also suits those who wish to experience a
broader scope in the interdisciplinary field
of environmental studies.

Master of Environmental Law

1 year full-time

Provides comprehensive knowledge of environmental laws in context, fostering a broad
understanding of this dynamic area. It gives you the opportunity to join world-class
researchers in environmental law at the Centre for International and Environmental Law
where you can participate in conferences, workshops and research projects as part of
your studies.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Both lawyers and non-lawyers such as business professionals, environmental consultants,
workers in the resource sector and lawyers working in the environmental law and
government law areas, or those wishing to work in these areas.

Subjects you will study include:
Environmental Law and Sustainable Development; Environmental Litigation and
Mediation; Pollution, Law and Environmental Management.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in relevant field. Minimum GPA
of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,432

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 073732D

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEnvLaw

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Environmental Law

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 073734B

Postgraduate Diploma of Environmental Law

1 year full-time

CRICOS 073733C
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Master of Environmental Planning

2 years full-time

The Master of Environmental Planning is a holistic, interdisciplinary and flexible degree.
It develops professional skills and knowledge in matters important to planning practice,
while allowing you to pursue your special interests, such as environmental and resources
management, sustainable development in urban and non-urban planning contexts,
environmental law and policy, and social impact assessment.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Those working in, and wanting to move into, the planning area or seeking to gain
perspective or an interdisciplinary approach to environmental planning.

Subjects you will study include:
Attitudes to the Environment, Environmental Economics, Environmental Planning,
Heritage and its Management, Local Government Approval Process, Sustainable
Urban Regions.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in relevant field. Minimum GPA
of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$31,104

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 077561G

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MEnvPlan

Master of International Environmental Law

1 year full-time

This degree provides international and comparative studies across a wide range of
environmental law topics. You will explore the evolution of international environmental
law, its implementation in response to changing scientific knowledge and public pressure
and the interplay between law, science, commerce, planning and policy.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

Both lawyers and non-lawyers such as environmental consultants, industry and public
service professionals, workers in the resource sector and lawyers working in environmental
law and government law areas, or those wishing to work in these areas.

Subjects you will study include:
Climate Change Law, Comparative Environmental Law, International Law. You can also
choose from elective units including Law, Globalisation and Cultural Transformations;
Trade and Environmental Law; Water and Marine Biodiversity Law.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in relevant field. Minimum GPA
of 2.50.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,432

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 073731E

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MIntEnvLaw

Master of Marine Science and Management

1 year full-time

This innovative degree is offered in partnership with the Sydney Institute of Marine
Science (SIMS), the University of Technology Sydney, the University of New South Wales
and the University of Sydney. This interdisciplinary and cross-institutional degree is unique
in Australia, and gives you in-depth knowledge in a range of disciplines in marine science
and management.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

This degree is suitable for students seeking a broad base in marine science as qualification
for entry into the field including those wishing to gain new and specialised skills in a
range of theoretical and practical applications. It is also suitable for professionals looking
to extend their area of expertise and acquire knowledge of managerial practices.

Subjects you will study include:
Coastal Management, Conservation of Australasian Wildlife, Environmental Measurement
and Analysis, Topics in Australian Marine Science.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in relevant field. Minimum GPA
of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$31,104

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 074882D

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MMarSciMgt
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Master of Science specialising in Biodiversity Conservation
This degree focuses on the theory, practice and ethics of biodiversity conservation,
from the level of wildlife populations to entire ecosystems. An emphasis is placed on
the unique biodiversity of Australia and its connections with the southern continents
and the rest of the globe. This course gives you the skills and outlook necessary for
employment in biological conservation at the management level and/or research.

Who should apply:
Biological sciences graduates, or environment and conservation professionals seeking
further education in conservation biology.

Subjects you will study include:
Attitudes to the Environment, Biodiversity Conservation, Environmental Measurement
and Analysis.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
in relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,656

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 016926M

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSci

Master of Science specialising in Environmental Health
Environmental health is concerned with the aspects of human health determined
by physical, chemical, biological and social factors in the environment. This
interdisciplinary degree offers an environmental focus on public health and includes
the analysis, control and prevention of adverse environmental impacts, as well as the
enhancement of those aspects of the environment that can improve human health.

Who should apply:
Those already working in an environmental or health role, or others wishing to enter
from a related field.

Subjects you can study include:
Environmental Health, Health Policy, and electives including Corporate Environmental
Management, Organisational Change for Sustainability, Social Impact Assessment
and Cross Cultural Negotiation.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
in relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,656

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 016926M

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSci

Master of Science specialising in Remote Sensing and GIS
This degree provides an introduction to the principles of remote sensing (both
optical and radar sensors) and geographic information systems (GIS), as well as their
extensive range of applications in agriculture, archaeology, business, conservation,
disaster mitigation, environmental management, forestry, health services, mining,
natural resource management, urban planning, sustainable development and
transportation management.

Who should apply:
Students interested in the theory and skills necessary for employment in the fields
of remote sensing and GIS, whether in research, at a spatial data analysis or
management level.

1 year full-time
Admission requirements
Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
in relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,656

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

Subjects you will study include:

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band

Environmental Applications of GIS and Remote Sensing, Introduction to Geographic
Information Science for Postgraduates, Introduction to Remote Sensing, Science in
Environmental Management.

CRICOS code 016926M

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSci

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Science (also available by distance)

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 075531G

Postgraduate Diploma of Science (also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 075532G
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Master of Sustainable Development

1 year full-time

The focus of this degree is on how to effect changes towards sustainable
development, and the development of practical skills in leading change processes.
You will have options to develop capabilities in a diverse range of disciplinary areas
from the environment to international politics or organisational management,
according to professional need.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

This degree is suitable for professionals working in the field of environment and
development or sustainable development. It is particularly relevant to those involved
in planning, financing and evaluating initiatives in sustainable development.

Subjects you will study include:
Education for Sustainable Development, Research Methods for Sustainable
Development, Sustainable Development: Introductory Principles and Practices.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
in relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50. Minimum
three years relevant work experience.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,496

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 039782K

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSusDev

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Diploma of Sustainable Development

1 year full-time

CRICOS 039783J

Master of Wildlife Management (distance program)

2 years part-time

This degree gives you a sound knowledge base in individual disciplines, real-world
application skills, an understanding of the multidisciplinary approach required in the
management of living resources, and relevant industry placement opportunities.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

Government agency staff seeking to update their expertise or seeking a higher
degree in wildlife and vegetation management; or private sector professionals and
non-government organisation staff seeking an improved understanding of wildlife
and vegetation management issues.

Subjects you will study include:
Biodiversity Survey and Habitat Assessment Techniques, Communication and
Wildlife Management, Wildlife Habitat Management, Wildlife Management:
Principles and Practices.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
in relevant field.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$32,160

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code n/a (distance program)

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MWldMgt

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Wildlife Management (distance program)

1 year part-time

CRICOS n/a

Postgraduate Diploma of Wildlife Management (distance program)

1.5 years part-time

CRICOS n/a
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Science
Study with world-renowned researchers and make your mark with postgraduate
study in science at Macquarie. Science at Macquarie is the science of innovation
with practical everyday benefits.
Macquarie’s Earth sciences and physical sciences research are well above world
standard, each having received a 5 out of 5 rating in the Australian Government’s
2012 Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) evaluation. Biological sciences also
received 4 out of 5, rating it above world standard.
Our practical focus gives you the knowledge and skills employers want, with our
recently upgraded digital science laboratories among the best in the Asia-Pacific.

reasons to choose
science at Macquarie
digital science laboratories are
1 Our
considered to be among the best in the
Asia-Pacific region

will be taught by award-winning
2 You
teachers, many of whom are also

PHOTO: Paul wright

internationally recognised researchers

offer a wide range of study options
3 We
with a focus on practical applications
that reflect the knowledge and skills
employers require
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Master of Applied Statistics

1 year full-time

The Master of Applied Statistics is designed to train you for employment as a statistician.
Specialised study is also available in the areas of biostatistics, epidemiological methods,
generalised linear models, time series and stochastic finance. Also available
by distance.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

Students who wish to work as statisticians or students who are already working in other
roles which require a deeper knowledge of statistics.

Subjects you will study include:
A statistics project and your choice of subjects including: Data Mining, Statistical Theory,
Stochastic Finance and Survival Analysis.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised
equivalent in statistics. Minimum GPA of 2.50.

Intakes (2014)
2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$31,872

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 001380G

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MAppStats

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Applied Statistics (also available by distance)

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 045292M

Postgraduate Diploma of Applied Statistics (also available by distance)

1 year full-time

CRICOS 045288G

3 years part-time

CRICOS n/a

ALSO AVAILABLE...
Master of Biostatistics (distance prorgram)

Master of Biotechnology

1.5 years full-time

The Master of Biotechnology gives you a core competency in advanced molecular
biotechnology approaches including molecular biology, protein biochemistry, proteomics
and applied microbiology. In addition it offers you advanced skills in critical thinking,
experimental design and writing for peer-reviewed scientific literature.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

Those already working in or wanting to advance in the biotechnology area, and those
wanting to gain an understanding of a multidisciplinary approach to biotechnology
practice and research.

Subjects you will study include:
Bioethics and Biotechnology, Functional Proteomics, Molecular and Medical
Biotechnology, Molecular Biology and Genomics, Protein Discovery and Analysis.

Australian Bachelor of Science or recognised
equivalent in relevant field with a substantial
laboratory component. Minimum GPA of 2.70.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$33,088

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 050115G

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MBiotech

BROADEN YOUR QUALIFICATION WITH A COMBINED DEGREE
Master of Biotechnology with Master of Commerce
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2 years full-time

CRICOS 050836G
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Master of Chiropractic
The Master of Chiropractic is a rigorous two-year degree that develops the concepts
and techniques introduced in the Bachelor of Chiropractic Science. It prepares
you for assuming the full diagnostic and clinical management responsibilities of a
primary contact health practitioner: students are required to participate in a
year-long internship working in one of Macquarie University’s Chiropractic Clinics.

Who should apply:
Students who want to practise as professional chiropractors, either in Australia
or overseas.

Subjects you will study include:
Clinical Chiropractic, Clinical Management, Clinical Internship, Neuromusculoskeletal
Diagnosis, Physical and Functional Assessment.

2 years full-time
Admission requirements
Australian Bachelor of Chiropractic Science or Graduate
Diploma of Chiropractic or recognised equivalent.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$35,808

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 002111K

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MChiro

GRADUATE DIPLOMA PATHWAY FOR STUDENTS WITHOUT AN UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE IN CHIROPRACTIC SCIENCE
Graduate Diploma of Chiropractic Science

1 year full-time

CRICOS 074079J

Master of Laboratory Quality Analysis and Management

1 year full-time

This degree trains and equips graduates with the familiarity and understanding of
the increasingly stringent rules and requirements in advanced chemical laboratory
quality assurance and management.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

Practising analytical chemists, laboratory supervisors and laboratory managers who
need to update their skills.

Subjects you will study include:
Analytical Measurement Uncertainty and Method Validation, Chemical Analysis II,
Entrepreneurship in Business, Laboratory Quality Systems.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
in relevant field.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$31,168

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 061430F

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MLQAM

OR START WITH...
Postgraduate Certificate of Laboratory Quality Analysis and Management

0.5 years full-time

CRICOS 075544C

Postgraduate Diploma of Laboratory Quality Analysis and Management

1 year full-time

CRICOS 061436M

Master of Science specialising in Geoscience

1 year full-time

This degree has a professional orientation that allows you to build on your
knowledge in key geoscience areas, through a combination of coursework and
research projects.

Admission requirements

Who should apply:

Intakes (2014)

This degree is suitable for new graduates and those with longer
standing qualifications.

Subjects you will study include:
Advanced Field Techniques in Geoscience, Earth Science Project. Other subject
choices include Air and Water Quality, Environmental Applications of GIS
and Remote Sensing, Environmental Measurement and Analysis, Problems
in Sedimentary Geology.

Australian bachelor degree or recognised equivalent
in relevant field. Minimum GPA of 2.50.
Session 1 (March), Session 2 (August)

2014 estimated annual fee (AUD)
$30,656

English requirements
(see page 54 for other accepted language tests)

IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each band
CRICOS code 016926M

courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MSci

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE PATHWAY FOR STUDENTS WITHOUT AN UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE IN GEOSCIENCE
Graduate Certificate of Geoscience (distance program)

1 year part-time

CRICOS n/a
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Higher degree research at Macquarie
As one of Australia’s premier teaching and research institutions, Macquarie University
attracts talented researchers from around the world who are rewarded with an exceptional
experience of research training in an environment of the highest quality.
Macquarie’s excellence in research is reflected in
the Australian Government’s Excellence in Research
for Australia (ERA) evaluation, which ranked several
of Macquarie’s research disciplines at 4 out of 5 or
above, indicating research at above, or well above,
world standard.

PHOTO: ROB HARCOURT

Recent investments of more than $1 billion in
facilities and infrastructure ensure our research staff
and students have access to the best technology
and facilities, to foster creative innovation which has
continual global impact.
A major feature of our reseach program is our
cotutelle and joint PhD arrangements which facilitate
partnerships between Macquarie and leading
universities around the world. The program continues
to grow, increasing opportunities for international
research collaboration with many world-leading
research universities.
To date, the University has joint doctoral supervision
agreements with 99 universities in 28 countries.
Facilitating co-enrolment and co-supervision
of doctoral students, the programs enhance
international research collaboration between
Macquarie and leading research universities.
By undertaking a research degree at Macquarie you
will have the opportunity to make an important
contribution to the development of new knowledge
in society, work alongside some of the world’s leading
researchers, and access some of the region’s most
outstanding facilities.
Detailed information for students looking to
complete a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) or Master of
Philosophy (MPhil) program at Macquarie is available
on the Higher Degree Research website.

PHOTO: EFFY ALEXAKIS PHOTOWRITE

Be part of our cutting-edge research
hdr.mq.edu.au
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Macquarie’s research training pathway
In 2013, Macquarie University introduced the Master of Research,
making it the first Australian university to fully align with European,
North American and Asian research training qualifications.
Consistent with the Bologna model, the Master of Research is a
purpose-designed pathway to a PhD that provides structured
research coursework, communication skills and research methods
courses to enhance your research skills. It provides the opportunity
for you to plan a major research project and undertake a feasibility
study for the project.

The program gives you the best start for your research career.
It provides greater background in your discipline and intense highly
structured research training to give you the skills to approach your
PhD with confidence and finish sooner.
Macquarie’s Master of Research lets you:
• gain in-depth research expertise
• increase your international opportunities
• find a supervisor with shared research interests
• develop a doctoral research proposal for your supervisor

PhD
Master of Research

Bachelor degree

Master of Philosophy
Master by coursework

Master of Research
In the first year of the Master of Reseach you will study
eight advanced coursework units including research
communications, a research frontiers unit and units of
advanced disciplinary content.
In the second year you will focus on research preparation
and experience in a specific research topic at the
sub-discipline level.
The Master of Research is available in all of Macquarie’s
research areas.

2 years full-time
Entry requirements
A bachelor degree from a recognised institution, at a specified level of
performance, usually the equivalent of a credit average (65 per cent) in your final
year (or 300-level). Some disciplines may have extra admission requirements such
as a portfolio of work or a higher level of performance of bachelor study.

Intakes (2014)
Session 1 (March)

2014 estimated annual fee
$26,421 – $30,111 (depending on discipline)

English language requirements
IELTS minimum 6.5 overall, 6.0 in each section
CRICOS code 076986B
courses.mq.edu.au/intl/MRes
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How to apply

Your future starts here
Step 1
Choose a Macquarie degree
Step 2
Check the entry requirements
Step 3
Submit your application
Step 4
Accept your offer
Step 5
Prepare for your arrival at Macquarie

There are five main steps when applying
for admission to a postgraduate degree
at Macquarie University.

Alternatively, you may choose to apply to Macquarie via an authorised
representative in your home country or at one of our regular
international events. You can find a representative or event in your
country at mq.edu.au/rep-search

What documents will I need?
You will need to provide supporting documents with your application,
including relevant academic transcripts and English language
results. Documents in your native language should be professionally
translated to English.
Any documents you include in your online application need to be
certified as true copies of the originals. People who are authorised to
certify your documents include:

Step 1

• your current or previous education institution

Choose a Macquarie degree

• Macquarie University Admissions or Student Enquiries
staff members

Use this guide to find a degree to suit your interests and career goals.
You may wish to visit our online coursefinder (courses.mq.edu.au)
to see the program’s full structure or read profiles of academic staff,
successful graduates and current students.

• a government official

Step 2
Check the entry requirements
Each postgraduate course at Macquarie has specific academic and
English language requirements that you need to fulfil in order to be
considered for entry. The requirements for each course are detailed in
this guide and in our online coursefinder (courses.mq.edu.au).
Note: At Macquarie University, and many other Australian universities,
GPAs are calculated based on a maximum GPA of 4.00.
Remember, courses and entry requirements can change from
time-to-time and we recommend checking the latest information
online before you apply.

Step 3
Submit your application
Apply online using our secure Online Application Manager
admissions.mq.edu.au. By applying online, your application will be
prioritised and you can save and update your application until you are
ready to submit it.
It will take approximately 15–20 minutes to complete your application
online, provided you have the relevant documents ready to upload.
If you wish to submit your application by post, you can download
an application form at mq.edu.au/future_students/international/
how_to_apply
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• an authorised Macquarie University representative

• Justice of the Peace
You can find other examples and more information on translating and
certifying documents at mq.edu.au/future_students/international/
how_to_apply/certified_documents

Credit for previous studies
If you have studied at another tertiary institution, you may be
eligible for credit towards your Macquarie degree, which will be
awarded in the form of Macquarie credit points. To request credit
for previous study or a credit transfer from another institution, you
will need to provide documentary evidence of your previous study
when you apply.

Step 4
Accept your offer
If you qualify for entry, you will receive an Offer of Study by email.
Read all the information in your offer letter carefully – it will include
the dates for your compulsory orientation, as well as the conditions
you need to be aware of before accepting your offer.

Your commencement and OSHC fees
Your offer letter will provide details of the tuition fees that need to
be paid when you accept your offer. The tuition fees for your first
academic session are paid in the form of a Commencement Fee and
your compulsory Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC) fees are also
payable at this time.
If your first session’s tuition fees are greater than your commencement
fee, you will be required to pay the balance of your fees during your
enrolment week.

H O W TO A P P LY

Securing your student visa
Once you have signed and returned the relevant documents in
your offer letter and have paid your Commencement and OSHC fees,
we will issue you with an electronic Confirmation of Enrolment (eCoE).

Apply early!
Remember that places are limited in all degrees, especially
popular degrees. It is a good idea to apply at least two to three

Use your eCoE to apply for a student visa via an Australian Embassy,
High Commission or the Department of Immigration and Citizenship.

months before your commencement session begins,

All student visas have mandatory conditions, including that you must
remain enrolled, you cannot undertake work until you commence
your studies and you cannot change institution within the first six
calendar months of your program.

to organise your student visa. You can find academic session,

To find out more about student visa conditions and application
procedures, refer to the Australian Department of Immigration and
Citizenship (DIAC) website immi.gov.au/students

Step 5
Prepare for your arrival at Macquarie
Your offer letter will include the date of your compulsory
orientation and enrolment sessions, which are usually held in the
week prior to the commencement of classes. Make sure to arrange
your travel dates so that you can attend these sessions, as they will
provide you with a much smoother start to Australian university life.
We recommend that you research your unit (subject) and class
timetable options prior to enrolment. Both are available online at
handbook.mq.edu.au and timetables.mq.edu.au in the months
prior to the commencement of classes.
It’s also important to get things like accommodation organised
well before your arrival in Sydney. Macquarie’s accommodation
service can help you arrange your on- or off-campus
accommodation, as well as booking your complimentary airport
pickup. Visit accommodation.mq.edu.au

in order to avoid disappointment and to give you enough time
orientation and enrolment dates below.

Important dates 2014
Session 1
Compulsory orientation and enrolment
for new international students

20 – 28 February

Classes commence

3 March

Mid-session break

12 – 27 April

Exams commence

16 June

Session 2
Compulsory orientation and enrolment
for new international students

24 July – 1 August

Classes commence

4 August

Mid-session break

20 September – 6 October

Exams commence

17 November

Find more important dates at
mq.edu.au/international-dates

A pre-departure checklist is available on our website to remind you
of the things you’ll need to organise before coming to Australia
mq.edu.au/travel-checklist
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English language requirements
Your English language profiency and academic results will determine whether you are
eligible for entry to a Macquarie University postgraduate degree.
All students studying at Macquarie need to provide proof of English
language proficiency. You can demonstrate your proficiency in
three different ways.

Option 1: Complete an approved English
language test
For most courses at Macquarie, the following English language test
results will qualify you as proficient in English. Degrees with higher
English language requirements are listed in this booklet and on the
website link listed at the bottom of this page.
Test/Program

Test Score

IELTS (Academic English only)

Minimum 6.5 overall, with
minimum 6.0 in each section

TOEFL (internet based test)

Minimum 83 overall, with 12
Listening, 13 Reading, 21 Writing,
18 Speaking

Pearson Test of English (PTE)

Minimum 64 overall, with
minimum 57 in all 		
communicative skills

Option 2: Study English at Macquarie University
English Language Centre

By studying English at the Macquarie University English Language
Centre (ELC), you will get the best possible preparation for your
Macquarie degree.
The ELC provides discipline-specific University Entry English
Preparation Programs based on the academic requirements and
subjects of your Macquarie degree. By tailoring your English
learning to your degree and chosen career, you can be more
confident of success at university and in the workplace.

Option 3: Hold an approved qualification
If you have completed senior secondary high school study or at least
one year of full-time university study in one of the following countries,
you will be deemed to have met the standard English language
requirements that apply to most Macquarie courses.
The qualification must have been taught in English AND completed
within two years of your commencement at Macquarie.
American Samoa
Australia
Botswana
Canada
Fiji
Ghana
Guyana
Ireland

Jamaica
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
New Zealand
Nigeria
Papua New Guinea
Singapore

Solomon Islands
South Africa
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
United Kingdom
USA
Zambia
Zimbabwe

The following qualifications are also accepted. Minimum scores and
required subjects may apply – see our website for more details.
Denmark

Upper secondary school

Finland

Upper secondary school

Germany

Abitur and DAAD

Hong Kong

Advanced Level Examination
Diploma of Secondary Education

Malaysia

STPM

Netherlands

VWO (pre-university education)
HAVO

Norway

Upper secondary school

Sweden

Upper secondaryschool

CPE (Cambridge English: Proficiency)
International Baccalaureate (IB)
AQF Certificate IV/Advanced Certificate (including AQF Certificate IV
in English for Academic Purposes)

Macquarie also accepts English language qualifications from approved
ELICOS providers in Australia. Visit our website for a list of providers
and required scores.

ELC graduates receive ongoing language support throughout
their time at Macquarie. In 2011, ELC graduates achieved a 15
per cent higher GPA in their first session at Macquarie compared
to students coming from other major English language pathways.
As an ELC student you will enjoy access to all of Macquarie’s
first-class facilities and vibrant campus life, making your transition
to degree study easier.
The ELC runs one of the largest IELTS test centres in Australia,
and offers a variety of IELTS test preparation courses both online
and face-to-face.
ELC also partners with several carefully selected education
providers to deliver our quality English programs in international
locations including Turkey, Jordan, Bangladesh and Vietnam.
Visit elc.mq.edu.au
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Everything you need to know about English requirements
mq.edu.au/english-requirements

This is just the beginning discover more
Interested in joining us at Australia’s number 1 modern university? Head online to discover
more about our world-class degrees, take a tour of our campus, or connect with students
already studying at Macquarie.
Macquarie website quick links

Future international students

mq.edu.au/future_students/international

Courses at Macquarie

courses.mq.edu.au

Macquarie in your country

mq.edu.au/in-your-country

Find an authorised representative

mq.edu.au/rep-search

Find out when we’ll be visiting

mq.edu.au/international-events

How to apply

mq.edu.au/future_students/international/how_to_apply

Scholarships

mq.edu.au/international-scholarships

Macquarie City Campus

city.mq.edu.au

Macquarie University English Language Centre

elc.mq.edu.au

Accommodation

accommodation.mq.edu.au

The

Macquarie

Globe
Macquarie University’s online news
for the international community.

Get a taste of life at Macquarie with the Macquarie
Globe, our online blog for the international
community. Meet current international students
and successful Macquarie graduates, discover
what it’s like to live in Sydney, and get the latest
news on scholarships, new courses and more.
Visit globe.international.mq.edu.au

Macquarie in your language
Chinese

macquariechina.com

Spanish

universidadmacquarie.com

See Macquarie for yourself
Videos

youtube.com/MacquarieUniversity

Photos

facebook.com/mqintl/photos_albums

Visit us on Open Day

openday.mq.edu.au

Join our social network
Macquarie University international students

facebook.com/mqintl

Macquarie University

facebook.com/macquarieuni
weibo.com/mquni
renren.com/600769208
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Medicine and surgery

Translating and interpreting

Languages

Science

Engineering

Speech and hearing

Society and culture

Macquarie University
North Ryde, Sydney
New South Wales 2109
Australia
T: +61 2 9850 7346
mq.edu.au
CRICOS Provider Number 00002J

Creative arts

Environment

Business

Education and teaching

Linguistics
Health professions

History

Psychology

Security and intelligence

Media

MGSM MBA

Law

Health sciences

Information technology

